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Dark Matter Evidence
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• Big Bang Nucleosynthesis/
Cosmic microwave background


• Galaxy Clusters


• Galaxies/ local dynamics
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Dark Matter Identification
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•Direct Detection


•Collider searches


• Indirect detection
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Indirect detection
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Neutrino astronomy
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IceCube
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IceCube 2018
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Neutrino detection in IceCube
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• Tracks 


• -CC interactions + 17% -CC 


• Good angular resolution, bad energy resolution

• Can also count through-going events


• cascades 

• electromagnetic or hadronic showers


• All NC +  -CC + 83% -CC


• Up going events are preferred 

• Earth Shielding

νμ ντ

νe ντ
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IceCube data

8• icecube: 2111.10299

• Two components?

• not significant yet


• Origin of most neutrinos are still 
unknown
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Dark Matter interpretation
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• Decaying dark matter can contribute to the 
neutrino events

Chianese et al 
1907.11222
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Neutrino detection in IceCube
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• Tracks 


• -CC interactions + 17% -CC 


• Good angular resolution, bad energy resolution

• Can also count through-going events


• cascades 

• electromagnetic or hadronic showers


• All NC +  -CC + 83% -CC


• Cherenkov light scattering in ice => bad angular resolution 


• Up going events are preferred 

• Earth Shielding

• IceCube cannot see the galactic centre!

νμ ντ

νe ντ
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KM3NeT
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• Next-generation 1-gigaton neutrino detector 
in the Mediterranean 
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KM3NeT dark matter advantage
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6 M. G. Aartsen et al.

Our NN-based reconstruction draws from recent ad-
vances in image recognition and is implemented using
Tensorflow (Abadi et al. 2015). The network architec-
ture used here is largely the same as one introduced
previously for muon energy reconstruction (Huennefeld
2018). The method will be described in detail in a sepa-
rate publication, but here we will outline the main con-
siderations relevant in this analysis.

IceCube data consists of a set of waveforms (repre-
sented as a series of pulse arrival times and PE counts)
accumulated over time on a number of DOMs dis-
tributed throughout the three-dimensional instrumented
volume, and thus is in general four-dimensional. Our
first step is to compute waveform summary values for
use in the input layer. For each DOM, these values
consist of the relative time of the first pulse; the time
elapsed until 20%, 50%, and 100% of the total charge
is collected; the total charge collected; the charge col-
lected within 100 ns and 500 ns of the first pulse; and the
charge-weighted mean and standard deviation of relative
pulse arrival times.

The detector is divided into three sub-arrays: IceCube,
lower DeepCore, and upper DeepCore. Each sub-array
is independently well-approximated by a regular spatial
grid suitable for processing by several initial convolu-
tional layers, which are able to exploit symmetries in the
structure of the input data to facilitate e�cient network
optimization and usage1 (see Huennefeld (2018) for di-
agrams of the relevant geometry). The output from
the convolutional layers is taken as the input for each
of two fully-connected neural networks (in which each
node in a given layer is connected to every node in the
preceding layer). One of these networks is optimized to
estimate the physical parameters of interest — the right
ascension, declination, and energy (↵, �, E) — while the
other is optimized to estimate the uncertainties on these
parameters.

All training was performed using 50% of the rele-
vant signal MC, with the remaining 50% reserved for
testing analysis-level performance. Two training passes
were performed. The first pass made use of several MC
datasets: one with baseline values for key parameters
such as DOM quantum e�ciency and light absorption
and scattering lengths, and several more with modi-
fied values within estimated systematic uncertainties.
In addition to o↵ering overall increased training statis-
tics, the use of these di↵ering datasets may give the
NN some robustness against known systematic uncer-
tainties. The second training pass refined the network

1 Alternative methods are being developed to avoid the reliance
on regular detector geometry.
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Figure 1. Expected angular reconstruction performance
as a function of neutrino energy, estimated using MC and
including systematic uncertainties (see Section 5.2). Shaded
regions indicate the radii of error circles covering 20%, 50%,
and 80% of events.

to give the smallest errors and, on-average, unbiased re-
constructions for the baseline MC. In each pass, a priori
per-parameter weighting was applied such that angular
resolution is valued over energy resolution by a factor
of 5.

The expected performance of the NN angular re-
construction (including systematics; see Section 5.2) is
shown as a function of energy in Figure 1. Compared
to the reconstructions used in our previous analysis of
two years of data (Aartsen et al. 2017d), the NN o↵ers
significantly improved angular resolution above 10 TeV
(a factor of 2 improvement at 1 PeV). While we do not
recover the optimal statistics-limited angular resolution
described in Aartsen et al. (2014a), we do obtain per-
formance that improves monotonically with increasing
energy up to ⇠ 1 PeV. At higher energies, the esti-
mated systematic uncertainty becomes large enough to
prevent any further improvement. Note that an addi-
tional advantage of the NN angular reconstruction used
here is that it naturally provides per-event uncertainty
estimates usable in the statistical analysis described in
Section 5.1, whereas previous work relied on a param-
eterization of typical uncertainties derived from signal
MC.

The performance of the energy reconstruction is com-
parable to that used in previous work. The estimated
energy is within 60% of the true neutrino energy for 68%
of events, averaged over all neutrino flavors and interac-
tion types, and approximately independent of spectrum.
This performance estimate, like the sensitivities quoted

2 Astroparticle Research with Cosmics in the Abyss (ARCA)
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Figure 23: ARCA vertex resolutions for contained ⌫e CC events using Algorithm 1, after the event selection
of Sec. 2.3.1. Left: resolution in the longitudinal direction, showing the offset from the MC vertex to
the shower maximum. Right: directional resolution in the lateral direction, which gives the characteristic
accuracy of ⇠ 0.5m. For both plots, the black line shows the median value; dark blue shaded regions give
the 68% range, while light blue shaded regions give the 90% range.
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Figure 24: ARCA resolutions for contained ⌫e CC events using Algorithm 1, after the event selection of
Sec. 2.3.1. Left: energy resolution, right: directional resolution. For both plots, the black line shows the
median value; dark blue shaded regions give the 68% range, while light blue shaded regions give the 90%
range.
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electromagnetic processes. The detection of neutrinos from
these sources would, for the first time, identify unambigu-
ously specific cosmic accelerators. Note that this is only
possible with Northern-hemisphere neutrino telescopes
which, in contrast to the South Pole detectors, cover the
relevant part of the Galactic plane in their field of view (see
Fig. 1).

The expected event rates can be estimated using the rough
assumption that the gamma flux follows a power-law
spectrum without high-energy cut-off and the muon neutrino
and gamma fluxes are in relation fnm=fg ! 1

2, taking into
account the relative production probabilities of charged and
neutral pions, their decay chains and neutrino oscillations.
Preliminary calculations indicate that the first-generation
Mediterranean neutrino telescopes may have a chance to
observe a few events, whereas a significantly larger signal is
expected in a future cubic-kilometre set-up; a tentative
estimate of the neutrino sky map of RXJ0852.0-4622 after 5
years of data taking with KM3NeT is shown in Fig. 2.

1.2. The diffuse neutrino flux

The sensitivity of current and future experiments is
compared to various predictions of diffuse neutrino fluxes
in Fig. 3 (following Refs. [4,5]). Whereas some of the
models are already now severely constrained by the data,
others require km3-size neutrino telescopes for experimen-
tal assessment and potential discoveries. The measurement
of the diffuse neutrino flux would allow for important clues
on the properties of the sources, on their cosmic distribu-
tion, and on more exotic scenarios such as neutrinos from

decays of topological defects or superheavy particles
(top-down scenarios).

1.3. Search for dark matter annihilation

The major part of the matter content of the universe is
nowadays thought to be formed by dark matter, i.e. non-

ARTICLE IN PRESS

Fig. 1. Field of view of a neutrino telescope at the South Pole (top) and in
the Mediterranean (bottom), given in galactic coordinates. A 2p-down-
ward sensitivity is assumed; the grey regions are then invisible. Indicated
are the positions of some candidate neutrino sources.

Fig. 2. A skymap of the simulated neutrino signal from RXJ0852.0-4622
as seen by a km3-scale neutrino telescope in the Mediterranean Sea after 5
years of data taking. In the simulation, a power-law gamma spectrum
without energy cut-off and the relation fnm=fg ! 1

2 have been assumed.
The background of atmospheric neutrinos, not included in the plot, can be
efficiently reduced by adjusting the lower energy cut without affecting
significantly the signal. The circle in the lower left corner indicates the
average angular resolution (point spread function).

Fig. 3. Experimental sensitivity to the diffuse neutrino flux for various
current and future experiments (red lines), compared to different models
for contributions to the diffuse flux (numbered lines). See Ref. [5] for
detailed explanations. The flux of atmospheric neutrinos is indicated as
blue band. Plot provided by courtesy of C. Spiering.

U.F. Katz / Nuclear Instruments and Methods in Physics Research A 567 (2006) 457–461458

IceCube vs KM3NeT, angular resolution “Downward sensitivity”

KM3NeT letter of intent: 1601.07459
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KM3NeT dark matter sensitivity
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KCYN et al 
2007.03692

• Cascade contributes significantly the sensitivity! 

• Fully test the IceCube dark matter interpretation
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The Large High Altitude Air Shower 
Observatory (LHAASO)
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• WCDA 

• 4x HAWC 


• KM2A (electron + muon detectors)

• Unprecedented PeV gamma-ray sensitivity


• WFCTA 

• Air Cherenkov telescope for cosmic ray study 
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The Large High Altitude Air Shower 
Observatory (LHAASO)
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• LHAASO field of view (Galactic coordinate)

LHAASO white paper 
1905.02773
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The Large High Altitude Air Shower 
Observatory (LHAASO)
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point source sensitivity

LHAASO white paper 
1905.02773

LHAASO DM searches


+ Large field of view

+ 100% duty factor 

+ Good enough energy and 

angular resolution 
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Dark Matter searches with LHAASO
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• Ando, Chianese, Fiorillo, Miele + KCYN + LHAASO Collab. (Zhe Li)

• soon


• Both prompt and secondary gamma-ray included 

Chianese ICRC 2021
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Dark Matter decay searches with 
1/2- KM2A
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• Significant improvements in limits 

• In tension with DM interpretation of 

IceCube data

Chianese ICRC 2021
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Sun as a dark matter 
detector
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• DM-nucleon scattering 

• Dark matter capture in the Sun


• -> Dark  matter annihilation in the 
centre of the Sun 


• -> High-energy neutrinos leaving 
the Sun
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Solar WIMP search
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• Best limit on SD cross sections

• Hard Channels


• Both scattering and Annihilation!


• How far can neutrino telescopes 
reach?
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The Sun as a cosmic-ray 
beam dump

21

• Solar atmospheric neutrinos

• background to dark matter search

• difficult to eliminate 


• Solar atmospheric gamma rays 

• Detected

• can help understand solar atm. neutrinos
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Solar gamma rays are not understood 

22

• Observation higher than Model (Green: Seckel et al 1991)

• only partially remedied in Mazziotta et al (2001.09933)  and Li et al 

(2009.03888)


• Hard spectral index (close to , harder than CR index )

• Large time variations with solar activity 

• non-trivial solar surface morphology 

E−2.2

KCYN+ 1508.06276
Tang + 1804.06846
Linden+ 1803.05436
HAWC+  1808.05620
Linden+ 2012.04654

3

FIG. 2. (Top) The location and energy of solar �-rays in Helioprojective coordinates. Data are cut into two temporal bins and two energy bins.
The solar disk is represented by the solid circle, and the 0.5� ROI by the dashed circle. The average PSF of observed �-rays is depicted in the
top left. The Ty positions of photons are shown in the histogram, and are compared to the profile expected from isotropic emission smeared by
the PSF (orange line). The area of event points corresponds to the relative effective area in data taken during (after) solar minimum. In each
bin, we report the flux from the modeled polar and equatorial components, as described in the text. (Bottom) The energy spectrum of polar and
equatorial emission, divided into regions during (left) and after (right) solar minimum. The polar emission is approximately constant, while
the equatorial emission decreases drastically at the end of solar minimum.

Linden+ 1803.05436

=> Magnetic Fields strongly affect  
CR interactions in the surface! 
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Solar atmospheric neutrino ‘Floor’
• KCYN+ 1703.10280, also Arguelles+ 

1703.07798 and Edsjo+ 1704.02892


• Once suspected Solar atm. neutrino is 
detected. => hard to find weaker DM 
signals


• No reliable predictions

• Magnetic field effects are 

complicated

• Understand gamma rays first

23
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Solar atmospheric neutrino search 
with IceCube

• Box not yet opened. 

• Updated sensitivity presented in ICRC2021

• Based on non-magnetic models

• Detection could be soon

24
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Summary

25

• Active scene in search for dark matter with 
neutrinos 


• Dark matter decay search with high-energy 
neutrinos 

• Strong tests from LHAASO soon


• Dark matter annihilation searches from the Sun

• Event detection could be soon

• Need better understandings of the Sun to 

quantify background. 
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